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0. INTRODUCTION 
Jacobi varieties are certainly the best understood principally polarized 
abelian varieties (PPAV). In this sense they are followed immediately by Prym 
varieties. Beyond these two classes, however, darkness predominates generally 
in the geometry of PPAV. Yet, in the last decade, the study of Fano threefolds 
and their intermediate jacobians motivated A.N. Tjurin to introduce a generali- 
zation of Prym varieties ([9]). A first step towards a deeper study of these 
varieties has been undertaken recently by V. Kanev ([3], [4]), who calls them 
Prym-Tjurin varieties. 
As a matter of fact, however, it bears no special meaning for a PPAV to be 
a Prym-Tjurin variety, because very PPAV admits a huge infinity of "Prym-  
Tjurin presentations", attached to particular choices of curves of standard 
cohomology class on it. By a "standard cohornology class" we mean a class of 
the type m.z,  where m is a positive integer and z = [0] g- 1/ (g_ 1)!, with g equal 
to the dimension of the variety and 0 the theta divisor. This leads to recognizing 
curves of standard class as a central theme towards a better understanding of 
the geometry of PPAV's.  Actually it fits as an underlying leitmotiv for the 
development from Jacobians to Pryms and to Prym-Tjurin varieties (sic). 
The main purpose of this note is to present his point of view, as a potentially 
rich source of natural problems. These elementary aspects are discussed in 
* Partially supported by the Institut d'Estudis Catalans. 
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Section 1, which is mainly a rearrangement of known material (cf. [2]). In 
Sections 2 and 3 we apply this philosophy to the study of curves of twice the 
minimal class (2z) and look how Prym-Beauville varieties fit in the picture. This 
can be considered as a prolongation of Matsusaka's criterion for Jacobi 
varieties. One must stress however that, in the current state of the art, cases 
m = 1,2 are particularly accessible. Further development in this sense strongly 
hints at a better knowledge of correspondences on an algebraic curve as a 
valuable prerequisite. 
We shall keep two restrictions for simplicity. The groundfield k is assumed 
to be (algebraically closed) of characteristic 0. Secondly, we shall deal only with 
integral (i.e.: irreducible and reduced) curves. 
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1. GENERALITIES 
Let N be a smooth irreducible complete curve over k. We denote by (JN, ON) 
the (principally) polarized jacobian of N. If B C JN  is an abelian subvariety, 
then B carries an induced polarization, which we denote by 2B: B-~/~. Let now 
m_> 1 be an integer. 
(1.1) PROPOSITION. There is a natural equivalence between the following 
two sets of data: 
(1) Endomorphisms j : JN -~JN  such that (i) (j =j,  and (ii) ( j -  1)(j + m-  1)= 0. 
(2) Abelian subvarieties BCJN such that Ker 2BCmB. 
PROOF. Start with data (2) and consider the exact sequence 
O-~ B-~ JAr ~ JN /B  ~0.  
Its dual sequence defines an abelian subvariety A of JN: 
(1.2) 
0 , ( JN/B)  ~ , J"N - - - -~ B ,0  
0 ~ A , JN  , JN /A  ~ 0 
(we have written )-N instead of "~JN)" One has: A f iB= ker 2B (= ker 2 A, too). 
The kernel of the obvious isogeny T:AxB- - * JN  equals { (x , -x ) Ix~AAB},  
hence it is contained in mA×m B. Therefore there exists a unique endo- 
morphism j : JN--* JN  making the following diagram commutative: 
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(1.3) 
Clearly: 
JN  ' JN  
A×B )AxB.  (~ o ,.) 
I . .-  
J A = ker(1 _ j )0 = Im( j  + m - 1), 
(1 .4 )  \ B = kerU+ m - 1) ° = Im(1 - j ) .  
Property (ii) is clear. As for property (i), this is equivalent o saying that 
2NO j =fo  2N. SO this is equivalent to the commutativity of the outer rectangle 
in the diagram: 
J 
JN  JN  ( 
A 
JN  ( 
A 
JN  
AxE(  AxE .  (1 ~_~) 
The latter commutativity is easily checked on A C JN  and on B C JN,  and the 
result follows. 
Conversely, start with data (1). Define A =ker(1 _ j )o ,  B=ker ( j+m-1)  °. 
One has AnBCmJN,  hence dim A+dim B_<dim JN. On the other side 
A D Im( j  + m - 1) and B D Im(1 - j ) ,  hence dim A + dim B = dim JN  and the two 
inclusions are equalities. One has j ]A  = 1 and j IB  = 1 -m.  It remains to see that 
A is the kernel of the composition rb : JN  )~N I'- ^ ' JN'-*B. By dimensionality, it
suffices to show that A is contained in this kernel. Now, we have a commutative 
diagram 
J 
JN  ( 
A 
JN  ( 
AxB(  
E , 
JN  
A 
JN  
('o °_m) 
1-m 
AxB 
r 
E. 
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The composition of the vertical arrows on both sides gives q~. For a~A,  one 
has q~j(a)= (1-  m)qS(a), hence mob(a)=0. Thus qi(A)=0, Q.E.D. 
(1.5) REMARK. Because of future applications, the statement of Proposition 
(1.1) involves breaking a natural symmetric situation. Any abelian subvariety 
B C JN  (and, more generally, any abelian subvariety of a PPAV) has a natural 
complementary subvariety A C JN, defined as the kernel of the composition 
JN  ).N ~, ~"~___~j~. By dualizing diagram (1.2), B is een to be the complementary 
subvariety of A. We shall refer to A, B as a complementary pair of abelian 
subvarieties of JN. 
If A, B is a complementary pair in JN  then AClB is finite. Suppose that 
A OBCmJN.  Then one has a whole class of endomorphisms h: JN~JN de- 
duced as in (1.3) from 
( ;  ~) :AxB~AxB,  r , s~Z, r - s (modm) .  
This class is nothing but the quadratic ring Z[j], and, explicitly, 
r - s  (m - 1)r+s 
h=- - j+  
m m 
Note that, replacing the generator j by j '  = - j  + (2 - m), the roles of A and B 
become interchanged with respect o Proposition (1.1). 
(1.6) For later use, we collect together a few basic facts about a comple- 
mentary pair A,B in JN, with A N BC m JN. We shall write throughout this 
paper: B'=JN/A ,  A '= JN/B .  Then (cf. (1.2))/~-B', A~A' ,  and the compo- 
sitions Ac-->JN~JN/B=A" and B~JN- - , JN /A  =B' are canonically identified 
with •A and J.8 respectively. As ker 2ACm A and ker 2BCm B, there are 
uniquely determined isogenies /~A : A '~A and PB: B'~B such that llA2 A = m, 
Ps2B = m. These are polarizations of A' and B' respectively (A =-A' and B~_B' 
naturally). One has exact sequences 
f 
(1.7) ~ 0~ker 2A~mA~ker  ,UA-"~O ,
L 0--*ker )~8--*mB--*ker ps i0 ,  
the first arrows being the inclusion maps, and the second ones being given by 
the projections from JN  to A' and B' respectively. We compute the Riemann 
bilinear forms associated to the polarizations PA and /a~. Consider /~8, the 
other case being similar. Let L B, be a line bundle on B' defining the polari- 
zation Ps. Then, as/%)t 8 = m, the inverse image )L~L~, defines the polarization 
m~ 8. Thus, writing & y ~ B' for the images of x, y ~ JN, one has, for all x, y in 
m B = )~/~ 1( ker Ps): 
eus(X, .P) = eL8 ' (~., ..V) = eX~Ls'(X, y) = em.~(X, Y)= em(X , Y), 
with em:mJg×mJg---~l.t m he Riemann bilinear form of mAN. We have thus 
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the formulae (the bars having the obvious meaning determined by their 
context): 
I V x, y ~ mB : eus(R, fi) = em(X, y), (1.8) Vx, y ~ m A : euA(g, ~)= em(X, y). 
Item, having definedj as in Proposition (1.1), one has, besides the equalities 
(1.4), the following facts of easy verification: in the first place, commutative 
exact diagrams 
0 0 
(1.9) 
0 ker P8 0 ker PA 
, A ~ JN  ' ~ 0 0 ~ B ~ JN  
,ker(1- j )  , JN  l - j  ' ,0, 0 ,ker ( j+m-1)  , JN j+m-l '  
B e 
PB 
B 
A t 
A 
'0  
~0 
ker p~ 0 ker PA 0 
0 0 
(It suffices to check the commutativity of the right-hand side square in both 
diagrams. This can be accomplished by restricting the composite arrows of 
these squares to A and B successively). Secondly, one has: 
f ker ( j+m-  1)nmJN=ker (1  - j )NmJN= 
(1.10) 
= ker(1 - j )  n ker(j + m - 1) = m A + roBE mJN. 
Only the last equality needs ome reflection; it follows from the commutative 
diagram: 
m 
AxB ,AxB 
(1"11) r~ ( j~+m _~ 
/ 1,1 
JN  ~ JN. m 
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(1.12) Let now (X, Ox) be any PPAV and, with N as before, let o:N~X 
be a non-constant morphism. This induces a morphism of abelian varieties 
u: JN~X.  Let C= o(N)CX be the curve image of o. If C is contained in the 
abelian subvariety (C -  C) of Xthat  it generates, then one may find an element 
in P ic- I (N)  such that, translating NCP ic l (N)  back to JN=Pic°(N) by this 
element, one obtains a commutative diagram 
JN /~/u '  X. 
Otherwise it is unavoidable to perform a translation on C in order to ac- 
complish this. 
To say that v.[N] =mz for some meZ,  m_  1, is equivalent to saying that 
~:X~JN pulls the polarization )~jN--)LN back to m2yc=m(2x) -1. This is 
equivalent to saying that utu = m, with tu :X~JN the transposed map of u. 
(Note also that utu equals the endomorphism ao.(~v), ox attached to the image 
1-cycle of N by v in the PPAV X). 
(1.13) Given o:N-~Xwith v.[N] =mz, m_> 1, let us describe the PPAV X in  
terms of data on JN. Let A C JN be the neutral component of the kernel of the 
epimorphism u: JN~X,  A = (ker u) °. Let B C JN be the image of tu: X-~ JN. 
The abelian subvarieties A, B of JN are a complementary pair, as one checks 
immediately. As u tu = m, it follows that A f~ B C m JN, so ker ,;tB C m B. Let j be 
the endomorphism of JN attached to this situation, in the sense of (1.1). 
One has: 
(1.14) j= l - tuu .  
To see this, it is sufficient o check that tuulA = 0 and that tuu[B = m, which is 
obvious in view of the preceding. 
The morphism u: JN~X and its transpose tu :X~JN yield isogenies B'-~X 
and X~B,  the composition of which equals PB (use that tuulB = m): 
(1.15) i " - ' ~ " ~  X. FtB 
Thus the polarization/~B of B' is obtained by pulling back the polarization 2 x 
of X. Or, stated in other terms: the PPAV X is obtained from the polarized 
abelian variety (B"/tB) by taking the quotient modulo the maximal totally iso- 
tropic subgroup K= ker(B'-*X) of ker/~B. 
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(1.16) Conversely, start with a complementary pair A, BCJN with A f'IBC 
CmJN (equivalently, BCJN an abelian subvariety with ker 2BCmB). Let 
KC ker/~B be a maximal totally isotropic subgroup with respect o the bilinear 
form euB, and put X= B'/K, u : JN~X the composite map. Then X is a PPAV 
whose polarization lifts to ¢te on B'. Or, equivalently, writing tu:X--,JN for 
the transpose of u, tuu]B=ge)L~=m. Thus utu=rn and (embedding N in JN 
by translation with any element of P ic- l (N))  u . [N]  =mz. 
Summarizing, we have: 
(1.17) PROPOSITION. Let m_>l be an integer. There is a natural equivalence 
between the following two sets of data: 
(1) A PPAV X and a morphism o:N~X with v,[N] =mz. 
(2) An abelian subvariety BC JN with ker 2BCmB and a maximal totally iso- 
tropic subgroup K of ker ¢tBCmB'. 
Note that, in view of (1.7), (1.8), the data (2) can be presented in the equivalent 
form: 
(2') An abelian subvariety B C JN with ker 2BCm B and a maximal subgroup 
ker )~ C HC m B which is totally isotropic for em :mJN×m JN~l.tm. 
(1.18) From (1.9) we find back (cf. [2]) that ker (1 - j )=ker (1 - j ) °  is equi- 
valent o saying that PB is an isomorphism, hence (in view of Pe~B = m) that )~8 
is m times a principal polarization on B. This is the case of Prym-Tjurin varie- 
ties (loc. cit.). A Prym-Tjurin variety is defined as B=Im(1- j )C JN  for an 
endomorphism j : JN---~JN such that ~/=j and j2 + (m - 2 ) j -  (m - 1) = 0 for 
some integer m_>2, and such that, furthermore, 2u restricts to m times a 
principal polarization on B. By (1.1) we see that we may forget about j and 
redefine a Prym-Tjurin variety as an abelian subvariety BC JN such that 2u 
restricts to m times a principal polarization on B, for some m _> 2 (equivalently: 
ker 2B = roB). 
More intrinsically, we may say, by (1.12)-(1.17): 
(1.19) FACT. A Prym-Tjurin presentation of a PPAV X is a morphism 
o : N--,X with N a smooth complete irreducible curve, such that o.  [N] = mz for 
some m_> 1, and satisfying furthermore: o*: ) (= Pic°(X)~Pic°(N).  
(In fact, the additional condition is that /~e be an isomorphism, which is 
equivalent to X-~B being an isomorphism, i.e. equivalent to tu:X---~JN being 
injective). 
(1.20) We check that every PPAV admits such presentations. Let (X, Ox) be 
a PPAV. Let NCX be a smooth irreducible complete curve of class mz for 
some m_> 1. Here o:Nc--,X is the inclusion map. We show that (up to mani- 
pulating N if necessary), we may assume that v *: )~'~Pic°(N) is injective. 
To this end we recall briefly the following facts ([61, [8]). If ~ :X '~X 
~:)?-~J¢' are mutually dual isogenies, then H= ker (rr) and H= ker (~) are 
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mutually dual, i.e., there is a non-degenerate pairing H ×/~->k*. Taking such 
a ~z and defining N'  by pullback: 
N'  (- 
N c- 
® 
,X '  
7~ 
~X,  
the curve N'  is smooth and decomposes into a finite set of (irreducible= 
= connected) components. The group HCX'  acts transitively on this set. Let 
HoCH be the stabilizer of a component N~ of N'. Then H0 x =~N/ ( ,  where 
/ (= ker o *, o *: X~Pic°N.  Furthermore, as the duality between H and H in- 
duces a duality between H/H o and H0 x, it follows that the order of ~O/£  
equals the number of connected components of N'. Moreover, the map NO~N 
is an abelian covering, with H0 as Galois group. Thus the kernel of Pic°N ~ 
~Pic°N6 can be identified with H0. It follows that, in the exact commutative 
diagram 
0 > /~' 
0 , g 
T 
0 >g 'n /7=no ~ 
0 
1 
, ~ ,  ----~ PicON~ 
1 
,2  > Pic°N 
I T  
f l  ' flo ----+0, 
1 
0 0 
the morphism/~-~/(' is surjective. Thus, i f /~C/1, then/£'= 0 and )('~Pic°Nt]. 
We apply this to the isogeny n:X->X,  with n chosen such t at/~Cn)~'=/~. 
If NOCX is a component of (1/n)N, the inverse image of N, then N; is a 
smooth curve of class m'.z, with m'= mnZg-2/(#I~), and XcoPic°N6. 
(1.21) Returning to the situation of (1.13) and (1.16), we study the behaviour 
of j with respect o the polarization of JN. (This part is borrowed from [3]). 
Remark first that, in the situation of (1.1), one has: 
(1 .22) ) . j  *ON =f)'NJ = (m -- 1))t N -  (m -- 2)~Nj. 
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The first equality is obvious. The second one follows from properties (i) 
and (ii) of j : t j= j  reads equivalently as ).Nj=f)~N, hence f).Nj=)~Nj 2= 
= ~N(  - -  (m - 2)j + (m - 1)). 
Secondly, one has: 
(1.23) tl.u,Ox=~.N(1 - j ) .  
In fact, 2u,Ox=a)~xU and, on the other side: tu=2~la)Lx. Hence )tU,Ox = 
=).N tUU=2N( 1 --J) (cf. (1.14)). 
Combining (1.22) and (1.23) one obtains: 
2j*Ou = )'N + (m -- 2)2N(1 -- j)  = 2N+ (m -- 2)2 u,0x. 
Writing - for algebraic equivalence, one has, finally: 
(1.24) j*ON--ON+(m--2)u*O x.
(1.25) REMARK. Let h = aj+ b ~ Z[j] be an endomorphism of the class asso- 
ciated to the complementary pair A, BC JN  corresponding to the situation 
above. Clearly th =h, and a quadratic equation for h is easily computable in 
terms of a and b. The analogue of formula (1.22) can be established for h in 
a similar way. Using then (1.23) as it stands, one obtains: 
(1.26) h*ON-(a+b)2ON+(a2(m-2)-2ab)u*Ox . 
(1.27) PROBLEMS. To end this section we mention some basic problems in 
this context. Any PPAV possesses curves of standard class, but, for a given g, 
what is the lowest m such that any PPAV of dimension g possesses curves of 
class mz? For g_< 3 one has m = 1, and for g = 4, 5, one has m = 2. On the other 
side, given a fixed integer m >_ 1, what is the maximum of all possible arithmetic 
genera of curves of class mz on PPAV's  of dimension g? For m = 1 this is g. 
For m = 2 this is 2g + 1 and, as we shall see, this maximal value corresponds 
precisely to the varieties of Prym-Beauville. Though there is too little evidence 
for this, it wouldn't be surprising if the "nicest" geometrical situation would 
correspond to curves of maximal genus. A basic problem would be then to 
look for distinguished correspondences on N defining the associated endo- 
morphism(s) of JN. Not only because (as shown in [3], [4]) one would be able 
to obtain information about the PPAV X, but also because of potential appli- 
cations of geometrical constructions yielding any PPAV, that is, successors of 
the Jacobian and the Prym construction which really merit this name. 
2. CURVES OF TWICE THE MINIMAL CLASS 
(2.1) Although this is well-known, let us recover, for comparison, Matsu- 
saka's critetion in this context. Suppose that CCX is an irreducible curve of 
minimal class, [C] =z.  Let N , C be the normalization of C, and let 
u: JN~X be the associated morphism. By what has been said in (1.13), 2A and 
2 B are principal polarizations and JN=A × B as (principally) polarized abelian 
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varieties, with (B, 2B) -~ (X, Ox). Thus A = 0 and u is an isomorphism of PPAV, 
and N , C. (One could use also (1.24), which implies here that ON-- j *ON+ 
+ U *OX, hence j = 0 and so A = 0, B = JN). 
(2.2) Let now (X, Ox) be a PPAV, and let CCX be a (irreducible) curve of 
class 2z. Write o:N---'X for the composition of the normalization morphism 
N ~ C with the inclusion C~X.  Let u: JN~X be the induced morphism. 
Call, as before, A, B the associated pair of complementary abelian subvarieties 
of JN, and j : JN---,JN the endomorphism of JN associated with this situation 
(cf. (1.13)). By (1.14) this is: j=  1 -tuu. 
Now, by (1.1) one has j2= 1, and by (1.24) one finds j'ON--ON. Hence j is 
an involution of the PPAV (JN, ON). Thus, by the Theorem of Torelli (cf. 
[10]), there exists an involution l: N~N such that j = ___ t, where we indicate by 
t : JN~JN the endomorphism defined by l :N~N.  
(2.3) Note that, i fN i s  non-hyperelliptic, this involution of the normalization 
N of C is canonically determined by the datum CCX, [C] -  2z, hence that it 
serves for classification purposes. I fN i s  hyperelliptic and v: N~Nis  the hyper- 
elliptic involution, then there are two involutions associated with j :  if t is one 
of these, the other one equals lV = Vl. In any case we may normalize our choice 
by requiring that j = l = - -  (ll)) on JN, if N is hyperelliptic. 
We distinguish three possibilities: 
(2.4) CASE I: t=id.  
Here j=  + 1. I f  j=  1 then, by (1.4), A =JN, B=0,  which is impossible since 
B and Xare  isogenous (cf. (1.15)). I f  j=  - 1 then A =0 and B=JN. So B'=JN 
and ker p8=2JN. According to (1.13), X is obtained in this case from JN 
dividing out a maximal totally isotropic subgroup K of 2JN. In this case the 
geometric genus g(N) of C equals g. 
(2.5) CASE II+: t * id ,  j=l. 
Let No=N/z and n:N~N o be the projection map. Denote by DCN the 
fixed-point set of t. We have A = ker(1 - l) ° = Im(1 + t) = n *(JNo) C JN (since 
1 + t = n *n.) ,  and B= ker(1 + l) ° = Im(1 - 0. We shall write B=P in this case. 
So B '= JN/n *JN o, and the PPAV X is obtained from B'  dividing out KC  ker 
PB, maximal totally isotropic. We want to have a closer look at ker PB and the 
bilinear form e~B on it. Before doing so, we throw in several data. 
Call d = 2 E the degree of the morphism n *: JNo~A. One has e = 1 if n is 
unramified (D=0)  and e=0 otherwise. Since N ~ ,No~JNo satisfies 
n .  [N] = 2IN0], the polarization induced by A N on JN o via n *: JNo~JN equals 
22-x0. Thus )-A induces 2~No via n*, hence one has, for the degree of ~-A: 
(deg ;tA).2~=22g(N°), and so deg 2A =22g(N°)-2e, which is also the degree of Z8- 
Using the equalities pB).8 = 2s and/L4~.A = 2 A, plus the fact that dim A = 
=g(N0) and that dim B=g(N)-g(No)=g, one deduces deg /2A=22~ and 
deg 12B=22g-2g(N°)+2e. Writing J=  #D for the number of ixed points of t, 
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the Zeuthen-Hurwitz formula reads g(N) = 2g(N0)- 1 + fi/2. Together with the 
foregoing, this gives (cf. (1.9)) 
f ker(1-O/~z*JNo=(Z/2z)z~=-ker laB, with K=f i /2+e-1 ,  and 
(2.6) 
ker(1 + O/P =- (~/2~) 2~. 
Moreover: 
fi fi 
(2.7) g(No) = g + 1 - ---~, g(N) = 2g + 1 - --~ 
Thus we find already, for the geometric genus of the curve C: 
(2.8) g <_ g(N) <_ 2g + 1. 
Item, we have also: 
r im1.  
I i f f i=Othene=l  andre=O; 
(2.9) 6 
i f f i>Othene=OandK= 2 
Turning to the study of ker PB, consider first the case where ker/28 = 0, i.e. 
when K = 0. This happens if fi= 0 (ordinary Prym case) or if fi = 2 (Prym case 
with two ramification points). In these cases the morphism u : JN---,X is identi- 
fied with 1 - l :  JN~P (cf. (1.9)). As N maps birationally onto its image, by 
assumption, the curve N is non-hyperelliptic in these cases: 
In fact, note that, by (2.8), g(N)>2.  Now, X--lx----y--ly for x, y6Nmeans  
x + ty =y + ix. Hence, if x~:y, tx, this implies that N is hyperelliptic and that 
ly=vx,  i.e.: y=lvx ,  with v the hyperelliptic involution. Conversely, if N is 
hyperelliptic then x, zvx have the same image by o : N-- .X  for all x ~ N. If this 
map were birational onto its image, we ought to have v=t,  hence No= pl. By 
(2.7), this implies that O/2--g+ 1, hence g_<0, which is absurd. 
Next assume that to>0 (hence e=0 and ~>_4, by (2.9)). The geometrical 
description of ker/28 is a prolongation of the description of 2JN for hyper- 
elliptic curves (actually, the latter one is a particular case of the former one, 
corresponding to N0=rPl). From (2.6) (cf. also (1.9)) we obtain an exact 
sequence 
(2.10) 0~ JN0~ker(1 - t)--'ker/2B~0. 
Given a line bundle L~Pic°(N)  with L6ker (1 - t ) ,  an isomorphism 
q):l*L-- =-- , L is determined up to a non-zero constant factor. By further re- 
quiring that the composition L = t*t*L g*~ I*L--2--~0 L be the identity, (0 is 
determined up to a sign. We shall call such a (p a normalized isomorphism. If
P~D is a fixed point of I and (p is normalized, then q~(P) :L (P )~L(P)  
satisfies (p(P) -- _+ 1 (actually, this is an alternative way to require (p to be nor- 
malized: that ~0(P)-- _+ 1 for some PeD,  hence for all of them). Writing now 
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D = {PI .... , P6}, we attach to L e ker(1 - t) the 0-ple (~P(P1) ... . .  ~o(P6)) e (f12) ~, 
which is determined up to a sign. One has therefore a group homomorphism 
y: ker(1 - / )~  (pz)6/p2 = (p2)a/(( - 1, . , ,  - 1)). 
I f  L =n*M for some Me Pic°(No) then t *L=n*M=L and the image of L is 
+ (1 ... . .  1). Conversely, if L e ker(1 - t) maps to _+ (1 ....  ,1) then L has a 
t-linearization, hence it admits a descent to No, i.e.: L=n*M for some 
Me Pic°(N0). 
One has therefore an exact diagram: 
0 ~ JN  o ~ ker(1 - l) , ker / t  8 
2)/~2 
~0 
l-/2 
J 
0 , 
with a yet to be determined. An elementary computation ow shows that the 
image by y of P i -P jeker (1 -1) ,  i--/:j, equals _(1 .... , - i  . . . . .  -1  ... . .  1), the 
-1  being placed at the i-th and j-th entries. By elementary linear algebra 
therefore, the images of P i -P j ,  Pi, P jeD,  span a DZ2-subspace of dimension 
0 -  2 of (/~2)6//22, hence they generate ker/2~. This implies that the morphism 
a is given by a( +_ (q ..... c6)) = n~= lCi . Thus ker/2 B can be described as follows: 
(2.11) ker/ .tB= { ~i~ 1 aiPilaie~2, ~ ai=O}/( ~i'~=1 Pi). 
The expressions ~ alp i are understood here as formal linear combinations of 
the Pi's with coefficients in U: 2. It will cause no harm if we allow linear combi- 
nations with coefficients in ?7, the right expression being obtained by reduction 
mod 2. 
To compute the Riemann bilinear form euB we show first: 
(2.12) LEMMA. Let Pi--/:Pj, Pk~Pt  be points of D. Put s=#({P i ,  P j}N 
fl {Pk, PI}). Then one has: 
t-- 
e~8(Pi- Pj, Pk -  Pt) = 
1 if S 1 
+1 if s=O or 2. 
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PROOF. We use formulae (1.8): if x, yE2P  and gyeker  /2e are their re- 
spective images in B'=JN/ JN  o, then euB(2, y)=e2(x, y). Secondly, we recall 
the explicit computation of e2 on 2JN: for D = ~ miR i a divisor of N and 
f~  k(N) a rational function which has no zeros nor poles on Supp(D) (we will 
say: f (D)  is defined) one writes f (D)  = Hf(Ri)  ml ~ k*. If Supp(f) f~ Supp(g) = 0 
then one has f((g)) = g((f)). Now, let D', D" be divisors of degree 0 on N such 
that 2D'-=0 and 2D"=0.  Replacing one of these divisors by a linearly equi- 
valent one if necessary, we may assume that Supp(D') (q Supp(D") -- 0. Then put 
2D'= (f) ,  2D"= (g). One has: ez(D', D") = f (D") /g(D')  ~:5 /2 2 . 
Suppose first that s=0.  By (1.7) and (2.10) (cf. also (1.9)), we may find 
a divisor D'  on No such that x=Pi -P j+rc*D '  satisfies 2x -0 ;  similarly, 
there exists D" on N o such that y = Pk -  Pl + rc *D" satisfies 2) , -  0. Changing D'  
or D" in their linear equivalence classes if necessary, we may assume that 
Supp(x)(qSupp(y)=0. Writing then 2(P i -P j )+2rc*D '=( f ) ,  2 (Pk -P t )+ 
+ 2re *D" = (g), one has: 
eu,(Pi - Pj, Pk - PI) = e2(x, Y) = f (Pk  - Pl + rc *D")/g(P i - Pj + 7z *D'). 
Now, if Qt denotes the image of Pt in N 0, one has: Tc*(Qi -Qj+2D')= 
=2(P i -P j )+2~*D'=O,  hence (re* being injective) Qi -Q j+2D'=O on N 0. 
Similarly, Qk - Qt + 2D" =- 0 on N o . Put Qi - Qj + 2D' = (F), Qk - Qt + 2D" = ( G ), 
on N 0. We may assume that f and g are the respective images of F and G in 
k(N). Thus 
f (Pk  - Pt + ~ *D")/g(Pi - Pj + lr *D") = 
= F(Qk - Qt + 2D") /G(Q i -  Qj + 2D') = F((G))/G((F)) = 1. 
It remains to consider the case s=l .  Say Pj=Pt .  Now, the value 
euB(Pi-P j, Pk--P j )  is independent of the particular choice of the three dis- 
tinct points Pi, Pj and Pk: 
eu~(Pi- P j, Pk -  Pj)=euB(Pi-  Ph, Pk -  P j ) .eus(Ph-  n j, Pk -  P j )= 
=%(Ph-Ps, Pk-Ps) for hck, j, 
and 
%(P/-Pj, P -Pj)= %(P/-Pk, Pk-PA. Pk- Pi) = 
= %(P/-/'k, Pj -  Pk). 
As this value cannot be 1 (eu~ is non-degenerate), the result follows, Q.E.D. 
The description of ker/2B given in (2.11) can be translated as: 
f partitions D = U+ V~ 
(2.13) ker/2B= in two even subsets_J 
If U1 + V1, U2 + V2 are two such partitions, the sum of these is U+ V with 
U--Ul /~ U2, the symmetric difference of U 1 and U2. The neutral element is 
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the trivial partition O+D. In these terms, the computation of cub may be re- 
corded now as follows, by (2.12): 
(2.14) COROLLARY. Let UI+//-1, U2+ VEekeraB. Then 
CuB(U1 + V 1, U2-4- V2)= ( -  1) #(u,n u2). 
We will use this in the next section, to study the curves obtained in Case II +. 
(2.15) CASE II-: 14: id, j = - l. 
Here 1 - j  = 1 + l, 1 + j  = 1 - 1, and the roles of A and B are interchanged. We 
have: A = ker(1 + l) o = Im(1 - 1) = P and B = ker(1 - 1) o = Im(1 + 1) = ic *(JNo) C 
C JN. So B'=JN/P ,  and the PPAV X is obtained from B'  dividing out 
KC  ker/~B, maximal totally isotropic. 
The numerical data collected for the study of the preceding case serve as well 
in the present one. We have (cf. (2.6)): 
(2.16) ker(1 + I ) /P.~ (7//27/) 2e ~ ker PB. 
ker ps=0 happens exactly if ~>0 (cf. (2.9)). In this case, however, we 
obtain no contribution to our question. For, by (1.9), the morphism u : JN--+X 
becomes identified with 1 + t: JN  ~ ~z *JNo, i.e. with ~r.: JN  ~ JN  o. The curve N 
maps (2 : 1) onto its image No, contradicting the assumption of mapping bira- 
tionally onto a curve C of class 2z. 
The only case left is therefore ~ = 0, i.e. z~:N--'No unramified. In this case 
ker pB = (Z/27/) z and any subgroup of order two is totally isotropic. A combi- 
nation of (1.9) and (1.15) gives 
(2.17) 
JN  
JN  1+l 
, JN /P  = B '~ 
~ * JN  o = B 
As we have here a factorization 
l+t 
JN  ' zt * JN  o 
JNo 
one of those subgroups equals K= kerr~ , /P ,  and u: JN~X becomes 
r~,: JN~JN o. As before, this case has to be ruled out, and only two choices 
for K are left. 
Note that the geometric genus of C equals g(N)= 2g-  1. 
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3. S INGULARIT IES  AND ARITHMETIC  GENERA 
We are now in position of carrying out an exhaustive study of curves of class 
2z on PPAV. We restrict ourselves to some basic facts in this paper, which we 
summarize in the following 
(3 .1 )  THEOREM. Let CCX be an irreducible curve of class 2z on a PPAV X 
of dimension g. Call N the normalization of C, and t the canonical involution 
carried by N (cf. (2.3)). The following statements hold: 
(1) C has at most ordinary double points as singularities. 
(2) C belongs to one and only one of the following cases: 
Case (i): Case I, N non-hyperelliptie (t = id, j=  -1 ) .  
Case (ii): Case II + (l~aid, j= l ) .  
Case (iii): Case I I - ,  N non-hyperelliptic (l ~aid, j = - t ) .  
(3) The spectrum of arithmetic genera is as follows: 
Case (i): C smooth, pa(C)=g. 
Case (ii): g~ g(N) <pa(C) < 2g + 1, and Pa(C) takes every value between g 
and 2g+ 1, with the following exceptions: 2gl 2g- l, 2g -2 ,  2g-4 .  
Case (iii): C smooth, Pa(C) = 2g- 1. 
(4) The involution t of N induces an involution I on C. The curve C possesses 
a symmetric translate such that the involution 1 is induced by - 1: X--*X if and 
only if C belongs to Case (ii). Besides this, the curve C possesses ymmetric 
translates only in Case (iii), when the curve N o =N/l is hyperelliptic. 
(5) One has p,,(C) = 2g+ 1 if and only if we are in the Prym-Beauville situa- 
tion, that is: if and only if CCX is  the image of an irreducible stable curve with 
an admissible involution (cf. [1]) in its Prym-Beauville variety (afortiori  then, 
this curve is C and the involution is l). 
The proof of (3.1) occupies the rest of the paper. We l ave (4) and (5) for 
later, and perform a case-by-case study, as in Section 2, which will cover 
statements (1), (3) ((2) is obvious). 
(3.2) CASE I. One has u:JN--*X= JN/K, with KC 2JN maximal totally iso- 
tropic. Identifying N with a translate of it in JN (cf. (1.12)) two points x, y e N 
have the same image by u if and only if x-y~K.  If x~y, this implies that N 
is hyperelliptic and that x, y are Weierstrass points. If N is hyperelliptic then we 
meet Case II + with No= [pl. We leave this for later (cf. (3.3)). Note that u, 
hence N--*X, is non-ramified. Thus, if N is non-hyperelliptic then N~ C and 
C is a smooth curve, p,,(C)= g(N)= g. 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
CASE II  + . 
JN 
JN 1- i  
Combining diagrams (1.9) and (1.15), we have in this case: 
n'  
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First we analyze the map o : N~X set-theoretically. As before, we identify N 
with one of its translates in JN. If x, yeN,  x-#y, have the same image in X 
then, afort ior i ,  X--lX=y--ly, i.e. x+ly-=lx+y. Suppose first that N is non- 
hyperelliptic. Then the assumption is equivalent to x = ix, y = ty. Thus, writing, 
as in (2.5), D for the set of fixed points of 1, N maps injectively into P, except 
for the set D, which collapses to a single point in P. Now, if Pi, Pj ~ D are 
distinct points, then P /and Pj have the same image in X if and only if P i -P j  
is mapped into KC ker P8 by the projection JN~B'.  If this is the case, then, 
for all points Pk ~ D distinct from Pi and Pj, their image in X is different from 
the common image of Pi and Pj. Otherwise one would have that P i -  Pk maps 
into K, too. But, with the notations of Lemma (2.12), eu,(Pi-Pj, P i -Pk)= 
= - 1, which is in contradiction with K being totally isotropic. 
(3.5) Thus, if N is non-hyperelliptic, the only possible exception to the injec- 
tivity of o : N--,X consists in points of D collapsing pairwise, according to as 
whether their difference maps or not into KC ker p~. 
If N is hyperelliptic then, as we have seen in (2.5), J > 4. Let v :N~N be the 
hyperelliptic involution. We distinguish between two cases: 
(3.6) If 1= v then, arguing as above, the conclusion of (3.5) holds verbatim 
and, in fact J>6 (by (2.7) and g>2).  This is exactly Case I with N a hyper- 
elliptic curve (we have included it here in view of our convention in (2.3)). 
If t v~ v then the involution t of N drops to a non-identical involution T of [P 1: 
l 
N ,N  
1 1 
p1 T ~ pl 
The latter involution has therefore xactly two fixed points. Hence the number 
J of fixed points of l satisfies J _  4. As the opposite inequality holds, too, it 
follows that J=  4 and, choosing a suitable labelling in D= {P1 ... . .  P4}, the 
picture is: 
(3.7) 
t¢ ' * P1 tO----* • P3 
l¢ ' *P2  lC  ' "P4 
We have ker/~n~ Z/2Z × Z/2Z (cf. (216)) and, by (2.11), ker/~8 = {0, P1 -P2 ,  
P1-P3,  P1-P4}.  We turn to the map o:N-~X. By the same analysis as for 
(3.5), one finds that, under the mapping from Nto  P, D is collapsed to a single 
point and, for all xeN,  x and lvx have the same image. (We note, in passing, 
that tv is a fixed-point free involution of N. For, if x = tvx, then, writing bars 
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for the images in rP ~ by the hyperelliptic structure map, one has )?=lx=r£, 
hence xsD,  i.e. lx=x. But, as (3.7) shows, vx¢x  for these points). 
Thus, for all xeN,  x -  tvx has its image in ker pe, under the projection map 
JN-~B '. This image is a fixed element of this group. I f  this element belongs 
to the subgroup of order 2 KCker  pe which gives rise to X, then the map 
v : N- - ,X  will be (2: 1) onto its image, and the corresponding K must be ruled 
out. Now, the element in question is P1-P2  (cf. (3.7)), and the possible 
choices for K are therefore: 
(3.8) K={O, P1-P3},  K={O, P1-P4}.  
(3.9) It follows from the preceding that, for either choice of K, the map 
v :N~X is injective except that the 4 points of D collapse in two pairs 
((PI, P3), (P2, P4) in the first case, and (P1, P4), (P2, P3) in the second one). 
That is, the conclusions of (3.5) and (3.6) continue to hold in this case. 
(3.10) We turn to the infinitesimal analysis of the morphism v:N-~X,  and 
claim that v is unramified. As X~P is 6tale, it suffices to prove that the map 
from N to P given by 1 - l is unramified. One has TjN(0) = (H°WN)v and the 
differential of 1 - l: JN~JN at the origin is the transpose of the map H°WN ~ 
-'~HOWN sending q~ e H°WN to q~ - t *q~. Thus d(1 - l) = 0 on TN(X ) = ( w ) if and 
only if ( ~, q~) = ((dt)~v, q~) for all q~ ~ H°CON . I f  this happens for x, then x and 
tx have the same Gauss image in the projectivized tangent space of JN  at the 
origin. Suppose that N is non-hyperelliptic. Then x=lx,  and (dl)~ = -~,  
thus (2~,0)=0 for all O~H°wN,  which is impossible. So, in the non- 
hyperelliptic ase we are done with our claim. Suppose next that N is hyper: 
elliptic. The preceding argument still holds at points with x = tx, thus only the 
case x¢  ix= vx is left over. As we have remarked above (cf. after (3.7)), if v :~ t, 
then tv has no fixed points. Therefore v = t, and we are actually in Case I with 
N a hyperelliptic curve. Here 1 -  l = 2, and this morphism is unramified. 
(3.11) It remains to show that, if o(x)= o(y) for o:N~X,  then (do)TN(X) and 
(do)TN(y) are distinct. Since X~P is 6tale, this is equivalent to d(1 - I)TN(x ) 
and d(1 - OTN(Y ) being distinct. Now, if H°CON = (H°WN) + @(HOOgN) - is the 
decomposition of H°WN into eigenspaces of the involution l*, one has canoni- 
cally: Tp(O) = [ (H0CON) - ]v ,  and (H°CON) + =HOWNo . Putting TN(x)= (Wx), 
TN(Y ) = (~Vy), one has: d(1 - t)TN(X ) = {~0 ~ (HOwN) - / (  Wx, q~) = 0}, and simi- 
larly for y. Thus, if d(1 - t)TN(X) = d(1 - OTN(Y ), then, for all q~ ~ (H°WN)-,  
(~x,q~)=0c~(~y,q~)=0. Now, according to (3.5), (3.6) and (3.9), x and y 
belong to D. Hence ( Wx, q~) = ( wy, q~) = 0 for all q~ 6 (H°WN) +. It follows that 
x and y have the same Gauss image in the projectivized tangent space of JN  at 
the origin. Thus Nis  hyperelliptic, and y = vx. Afort ior i  v :¢ t in this case. Then, 
inspection of (3.9) and (3.7) learns us that this is incompatible with the as- 
sumption v(x) = o(y). 
(3.12) Thus C is indeed a stable curve in this case. The number r of double 
points of C equals the number * of (2, ~ - 2)-partitions contained in K (cf. (3.5), 
• (Counted twice, if ~ = 4). 
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(3.6), (3.9) and (2.13)). In view of the isotropy of K it is clear that r_< ~/2 _< g + 1 
(cf. (2.14)). By (2.7) it is therefore pa(C)= 2g + 1 - ( f i /2 -  r), and, together with 
(2.8), we find g<g(N)<_pa(C)<_2g+ 1. 
We prove next (3)(ii) of (3.1). If f i=0 then ker ps=0,  hence r=0 and 
pa(C)=g(N)=2g+ 1. We assume from now on that f i>0, and look which 
values of r, 0___ r_< t~/2 can be realized. 
Case r=~/2 (p~(C)=2g+l )  occurs certainly: consider any partition 
U1 + "" + U6/2 of D in sets of 2 elements. Then Ui + (D \ Ui) i = 1 ... . .  ~/2 - 1 
are linearly independent over ~2 in ker PB, hence generate a maximal isotropic 
subgroup K of ker ps, which contains Ui+ (D \ Ui), i= 1 ... . .  ~/2. 
Case r = fi/2 - 1 (p~(C) = 2g) is not possible, for, if K contains fi/2 - 1 parti- 
tions (2, f i -2 ) ,  then it contains also 6/2 of them. 
Case r=~/2-2  (Pa(C)=2g-1) is not possible either: write RCD for the 
rest of D, after deleting the r pairs of points defining the r partitions (2, 6 -  2) 
assumed to exist in K. In the present case R ought to have 4 elements. On the 
other side, K is an D:2-subspace of ker Ps, of dimension fi/2 - 1. The r indepen- 
dent elements of K given by the partitions (2, f i -2 )  can be completed to a 
F2-basis of K by adding a single partition U+ V with UCR. But then U has to 
have 2 elements, and this yields a new partition (2, 6 - 2) contained in K, against 
the assumption. 
Next we exclude case r = fi/2 - 3 (pa(C) = 2g-  2). With the same notations as 
above, R has_now 6 elements, and the r partitions (2, f i -2 )  are completed to 
a basis of K by adding two partitions U i + Vi, i = 1, 2, with U1, U2 C R. By our 
assumption, U1 and U2 both have exactly 4 elements. Now R + (D \ R) is an 
element of K, and adding it to either of Ui+ Vi produces a new partition 
(2, f i -  2) in K, a contradiction. 
To exclude case r = fi/2 - 5 (p~(C) = 2g - 4) is more elaborate (an alternative, 
not much better way consists in calculating the numbers of various specie s of 
maximal totally isotropic subspaces of ker PB). Here R has 10 elements. We 
show that the r partitions (2, ~-  2) of K cannot be completed to a basis with 
4 elements Ui-l-Vi, i=1 ..... 4, such that UiCR , i=1 ... . .  4. If this were to 
happen, then we may assume that each Ui has precisely 4 elements (adding up 
R + (D \ R) if necessary). For all i,j, UiO Uj is non-empty (otherwise the 2 
points left in R give a new partition (2, f i -2) ,  belonging to K). Writing 
R={P1 .... ,P10} we may assume that UI={P1, Pz,/°3, P4} and U2= 
= {P1, P2, Ps, P6}- Now U3 picks two elements from UI and two elements 
from U2, and also two elements from {P3, P4, Ps, P6} (obtained by adding 
UI + (D \ U1) and U 2 + (D \ U2)). Without loss of generality we may assume 
therefore that U 3 = {P1, P3, Ps, PT} • By imposing now similar conditions to U4 
(with respect o U1, U2 and U3), only the possibilities U4 = {P1, P4, P6, P7} and 
U4= {P2, P3, Ps, Ps} are left over (the latter one including the appropriate 
labelling of Ps). But, in the first case one finds that the sum of the four 
partitions U i + (D \ Ui), i = 1 .... ,4 is zero, and in the second case the sum gives 
the partition (2, f i -2)  determined by {Pg, P10}, which ought to belong to K, 
against he assumption. 
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To show that the remaining cases actually occur, we exhibit explicit con- 
structions of appropriate K's  (we leave it to the reader to check the details). 
Given r, we take r disjoint pairs in D. Let R be the complement of their union 
in D. Thus #R is even, and #R =8 or #R> 12. The group K is spanned by 
the r partitions (2 ,~-2)  associated with the chosen pairs, together with 
½(#R) -  1 partitions Ui+ Vi, with UiCR, which we describe hereafter. Write 
Pi, i = 1,..., #R the points of R. 
If #R-0  (mod 4), thus #R=4h+4,  h>_l, we take Uk={P2k_l, P2k, 
p2k+l, P2k+2}, l<_k<_2h, and U2h+l={P2k_lll<--k<-2h+2}. 
If #R=2 (mod 4), thus #R=4h+10,  h>_l, we take Uk={P2k_l, P2k, 
P2k+l, P2k+2}, l<_k<_2h, U2h+l={Pzk_lll<__k<-2h+2}, U2h+2={P4h+4, 
P4h+6, P4h+8, P4h+10}, U2h+3 ={P4h+5, P4h+6, P4h+7, P4h+8}, U2h+4 ={P4h+7, 
P4h+8, P4h+9, P4h+ 10}" 
This ends the proof of (3)(ii) of (3.1). Note also that, in the particular case 
that N is hyperelliptic and v ~ t, then, by (3.9), pa(C) = 2g + 1. 
(3.13) CASE n- .  Combining diagrams (2.17) and (2.18) one has a commu- 
tative diagram 
JN  
(3.14) J~N0 ~' ' '~  X 
We analyze the map v :N~X set-theoretically first. If v(x)=v(y) for x-~y, 
x, y ~ N, then these two points have the same image in ~ *JN o. Let us consider 
the map No ~ 7r *JN o induced by JN  o ~ ~ *JN o. The images )7, y e No of x, y have 
the same image in rc*JN o. Thus, either 2=y or x-y~-e ,  with {0,e} =ker ~*. 
In the latter case (x + Ix) - (y + ly) - 0 and the curve N is hyperelliptic. This is 
precisely where Case I I -  meets Case II÷: II - with N hyperelliptice~II ÷ with 
N hyperelliptic and v ~e l. (One must take into account hat the involution of IV, 
considered in Case II + , is zv, with the notations of the present alinea. The fact 
that indeed v ~e iv follows because l =~ id. The four points x, zx, y, ly yield the 
fixed-point set D of the curve N with respect o the involution iv). Forgetting 
about this case, it remains to analyze )?=2, hence y=lx .  For all xsN one 
has X- lx~P and, as this maps to zero in ~*JNo, it has a constant image 
~e ker gB, different from zero (cf. (2.17)). 
The group {0,~}Cker ~B has been ruled out in (2.15), because it equals 
ker rr . /P,  and it gives JN  o as quotient variety (Loc. Cit.). Thus ~ does not 
belong to any of the two admissible subgroups KC ker gB, hence the image of 
x- ix  in X, for all xeN,  is a non-zero constant element. So the map v :N~X 
is injective. 
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On the other side, the map from N to N O is 6tale, and so the map from 
N to n* JN  o is unramified ( JNo~n* JN  o is 6tale). Thus so is the map v, and 
N~- C. Thus in Case I I -  with N non-hyperelliptic the curve C is smooth and 
Pa( C) = g(N) = 2g - 1. 
Thus Theorem (3.1)is proved, except for (4) and (5). We single out a con- 
clusion which has been obtained in passing: 
(3.15) REMARK. One has the following equivalences: 
a) Case I , N hyperelliptic ~ Case II +, N hyperelliptic, v = I. 
b) Case I I - ,  N hyperelliptic ¢~ Case II +, N hyperelliptic, v ~e l. 
(3.16) PROOFOF (3.1)(4). As we have seen, the curve C is obtained from N 
by identifying pairwise Some points of the fixed-point set of the involution t. 
Thus t induces an involution on C, which we continue to call ~. 
(3.17) CASE (i). If a curve in an belian variety admits a symmetric translate, 
then the Gauss map for this curve is at least (2: 1). Now, in this case the Gauss 
map for C in X is the same as the Gauss map for N in JN, hence birational by 
assumption. Thus C has no symmetric translate in this case. 
(3.18) CASE (ii). Take zeN and ~P ic l (N)  such that 2~=-z+tz. Translate 
N into JN  as N-  (. Then this translate has a symmetric image in X: it suffices 
to show that it has a symmetric image in B '= JN /n  *JN o. For all xeN one has, 
writing fo r  a moment g/: JN-*B'  for the canonical projection, and £, geNo 
denoting the images of x ,z  in No:g / (x - ( )+~Ox-~)=g/ (x+lx -20= 
= ~g(x+ ix -  z - lz) = g/n *(£-  g) = 0. Thus g/(tx- 0 = - g/(x-  O, which shows 
also that the involution t is given on this translate of C by the symmetry of X. 
(3.19) CASE (iii). Let N~Cn* JN  o be the image of N O in n* JN  o. We have 
seen (cf. (3.13)) that No=N ~. Moreover, the curve CCX is the inverse image 
of N~ by the morphism X~n *JNo, since this is a degree 2 isogeny and C maps 
(2: 1) onto N 6. Thus C has a symmetric translate if and only if N~ has. If this 
is the case, then the Gauss map for N~ has degree at least 2. As this equals the 
Gauss map for N O in JNo, the curve N O has to be hyperelliptic. Conversely, if
N o is hyperelliptic, then it has a symmetric translate in JN  o, hence N 6 has a 
symmetric translate in n *JNo. 
So, C has a symmetric translate if and only if N O is hyperelliptic. However, 
as the involution l of C induces the identity on ?46, it follows that the sym- 
metries that one obtains in this way on the curve C are not the involution 1 
(cf. also [7], p. 346). This ends the proof of (3.1)(4). 
As a matter of fact, C has more than one class of symmetric translates. 
(If F is a curve in an abelian variety, admitting a symmetric translate, i.e.: 
F '=F+a with F ' -  =F',  then it admits a whole class of symmetric translates 
F'  + e, e e 2X. The curve F admits more than one class of symmetric translates 
if and only if it admits a non-trivial translation leaning it fixed). I fp  is a point 
of N lying above a Weierstrass point of No, then the translate N-p  C JN  has 
a symmetric image in X, because N 0 -p  CO =the image of p in No) is sym- 
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metric. It suffices to choose now p, q e N above Weierstrass points p, q ~ N 0, 
such that the image of p -  q in X is not a point of order two. That this choice 
is possible can be shown as follows: notice that n . (2p-2q)= 0 in JNo.  Thus, 
by the projection JN~B' ,  2p -2q  has its image contained in ker/XB, and this 
image belongs to K if and only if it is zero, i.e. if 2p-2qeP .  Now 2p-2q= 
= (p - tp) - (q - lq) + ~ *(p - Cl), thus 2p - 2q e P is equivalent o saying that 
n* (p -E / )eP ,  hence (cf. [7]) to saying that p -0  belongs to {0,e} ± Cz JN .  It 
suffices therefore to choose p and q above Weierstrass points p and q such that 
e2(/3-~, ~)= - 1. If e is given by a partition U+ V of the set of Weierstrass 
points of N 0, one chooses e.g. p e U, (/E V. 
(3.20) REMARK. Part (4) of (3.1) was included to contrast it with [5]. On a 
symmetric model as described in (3.18) for Case (i i)=II +, the set 2XNC 
contains Sing(C), because that intersection equals the image of the set D of 
fixed points of t on N. The atypical fact with respect to Prym-Beauville varieties 
consists in the possible presence of non-singular points of C in 2XN C. 
(3.21) PROOF OF (3.1)(5). If a (irreducible) curve C of class 2z in a PPAV X, 
dim X= g, is the image of a stable curve with an admissible involution in its 
Prym-Beauville variety, then pa(C)=2g+ 1 ([1]). Conversely, suppose that 
pa(C)=2g+ 1. Then, by (3.1)(3), we are in Case (i i)=II +, and r=c7/2 (cf. 
(3.12)). Let N o be the quotient of N by its involution, and call Co the quotient 
of C by the induced involution. The commutative diagram 
f 
~C N 
l 
fo No ,Co 
gives rise to a commutative exact diagram (cf. [1], p. 159 - we have written 
P instead of R and Q instead of P, to preserve our former notations): 
0 
f~ 
0 > (k ,)r  > JN  0 > 0 
0 0 
T 
' JC  0 
, JC  (3.22) 0 ~ (k*)  r 
0 ' (,//2) r ' Z/2Z × Q 
Nm 
> JN  >0 
f* 
1 
,(Z/2Z) ~xP  ,0. 
0 0 0 
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Here Q is the Prym-Beauville variety defined by (C, Co), and JC=Pic°C, 
JCo = Pic°C0 are the generalized jacobians of these curves (cf. (2.5) for e). The 
commutative diagram 
f 
N ,C  
X 
induces a commutative diagram 
(3.23) 
f * JN , JC 
X 
The image of tu equals P (cf. (2.5)), so (3.23) tells us that Nmof*o ~=0.  By 
(3.22) then: Nm(~,(X))Cker f~=(k*) r. Since X is a complete variety, it 
follows that Nm(~(X))= 0, hence that the image of ~u equals Q. We obtain 
therefore a commutative diagram of isogenies 
f * 
P ,  Q 
x 
Now, the degree of tu is 2 (o/2+e-1) (cf. (1.15) and (2.6)), and the degree o f f * ,  
read off from (3.22), gives 2 (r+e-1) Thus ~:X~Q is an isomorphism of 
abelian varieties. Finally, the polarization of JN induces on X twice its 
polarization (cf. (1.12)), and it does the same on Q (cf. [1], Proposition (2.2) 
and Theorem (3.7)). Thus qJ is an isomorphism of PPAV. 
This ends the proof of Theorem (3.1). 
3.24. REMARKS. Perhaps the main point which has been left out from con- 
sideration in this paper is the question about the irreducible components of the 
locus in Ag of those PPAV carrying a curve of class 2z. Not less interesting is
the question about the intrinsic meaning of the curve towards the geometry of 
the PPAV, i.e. how it can be recovered from the PPAV for a general point of 
an irreducible component of the above locus - putting it in this way involves 
certainly a few natural guesses. Furthermore, it would be interesting to know 
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if the presence of such a curve has implications on the singular locus of 0 x.  
Item, the study about the symmetric translates merits to be completed, deter- 
mining all the symmetric translates in all cases. Herewith connected, it would 
be desirable to study all translations fixing such a curve (for curves of  class z 
there are none but the trivial one). Also, the Gauss map for such curves ought 
to be described systematically - for "most" of  these curves the canonical 
involution ~ is the involution associated to the Gauss map. And, of  course, the 
prolongation of the present results to reducible curves ought to be considered, 
too .  
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